For helping themselves in writing, debugging and maintaining their software, professional OO software developers keep in their minds an image of the subtyping relation between types in their software while they are developing their software. In pre-generics Java [17] , the structure of the subtyping mental image was simple: the graph of the subtyping relation between classes and interfaces (i.e., with multiple-inheritance of interfaces) was a directed-acyclic graph (or DAG), and the graph of the subtyping relation between classes alone (i.e., with single-inheritance only, more accurately called the 'subclassing' relation) was simply a tree. Trees are well-known data structures, and a DAG, in short, is essentially a tree where a node is further allowed to have more than one parent node (i.e., not just one parent as in a tree) but the node cannot be a parent of itself, even if indirectly; a DAG can thus have no cycles, hence being 'acyclic.' This fact about the graph of the subtyping relation applied not only to Java but, more generally, also to the non-generic sublanguage of nominally-typed OO languages similar to Java, such as C# [1], C++ [2], and Scala [21] .
Main Observation
Fractals (sometimes also called recursive graphs, or self-referential graphs) are drawings or graphs that are characterized by having "minicopies" of themselves inside of them [20, 11, 3, 4] . Given their self-similar nature, when zooming in on a fractal it is not a surprise to find a copy of the original fractal spring up. More generally, the minicopy is not an exact copy, but some transformation of the original: it may be the original rotated, translated, reflected, and so on. As such, when constructing a fractal iteratively it is also not a surprise to add details to the construction by using (transformed) copies of the fractal as constructed so far (i.e., as it exists in the current iteration of the construction) to get a better, more accurate approximation of the final fractal (See Figure 1.1.) While the observation may not be immediately obvious to the reader, but "having transformed minicopies of itself" is exactly what the author has noticed also happens in (the graph of) the subtyping relation of Java-and of other similar generic nominally-typed OO languages such as C#, C++, and Scalaafter generics and wildcards were added to the Java type system.
1 Figure 1 .2 presents a drawing of the first steps in the construction of a subtyping graph.
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A slightly more precise and more detailed version of the drawing-that uses no "raw types," 3 and has an additional class D-is presented below.
Observation Illustrated
To illustrate the main observation, and to motivate a subsequent related one we make in the next section, let us assume we have the non-generic class Object (which extends no other classes), and have generic classes C and D that extend (a.k.a., subclass) class Object and that take one (unbounded) type parameter. Importantly, we also assume we have a "hidden" (i.e., inexpressible in most OO languages) non-generic class Null at the bottom of the class hierarchy whose only instance is the null object (which in Java is an instance of every class and can be assigned to a variable of any object type 4 . The possibility of having non-nullable classes in some OO languages, e.g., C#, may need some special provision, such as having an additional class Empty that extends class Null and has no instances. For domain-theorists, the class type corresponding to class Empty will be the empty object domain, i.e., one whose only "instance," or member, is ⊥ O , "the non-terminating object.") Figure 2 .1 demonstrates the subclassing hierarchy based on assuming these class declarations.
The declared inheritance relation between class (and interface) names in a program (as in Figure 2 .1) is the starting point 5 for constructing the graph of the subtyping relation in Java (Note the use of the identification of inheritance and subtyping in nominally-typed OOP [5, 7, 9, 10, 8, 15, 6 ] to interpret 'class extension' as 'subtyping between corresponding class types.') Figure 2.2 shows that the "default type argument," namely ? (the unbounded wildcard type), is used in this step as the type argument for all generic classes to form type names of corresponding class types. Figure 2 .4, are currently inexpressible in Java (i.e., as of Java 8, based on the assumption that these types are of little use to developers.) Subtyping relations involving these types are also currently of little use to Java developers, and, accordingly, also are drawn in Figure 2 .4 using dotted graph edges.
Note 2: Also as of Java 8, Java does not currently identify ? super Object with Object, and as such a variable b of type C<? super Object>, for example, cannot be assigned to a variable a of type C<Object> (i.e., for a=b; the Java compiler javac currently emits a type error with an unhelpful semicryptic error message that involves so-called "wildcard capturing") even as Java allows the opposite assignment of a to b (i.e., b=a;), implying that, even though Java currently correctly sees C<Object> as a subtype of C<? super Object>, it currently does not consider C<? super Object> as a subtype of C<Object>. Given that there are no supertypes of type Object (the class type corresponding to class Object), and it is not expected there will ever be any, we believe the Java type system should be improved to identify the two type arguments ? super Object and Object, and thus correctly allow the mentioned currently- Object -> C<S-T> -> Null, Object -> D<S-T> -> Null (For brevity, 'Object' → 'O', 'Null' → 'N') (with all three transformations applied to level 0 graph and embedded inside C<?> and D<?>. Note that bounds of an interval can degenerately be equal types, corresponding to invariance) (The Null class is useful in expressing intervals. Can be done without, using extends only or super only while allowing but not requiring a ?; or, for brevity, using a symbol like <:). (Some "graphs" in the figures above are not presented in the most familiar form. Depending on time availability, those graphs will soon get expanded, drawn in a more familiar form, and polished using some graph-drawing software, e.g., yEd or Tulip. The updated graphs will be included in a future version of this essay.) Afterwards, each next nesting level of generics corresponds to "zooming one level in," and is done in the same way as above, where wildcards (or, intervals) over the previous subtyping graph substitute all the ? in that graph to produce the next level graph of the subtyping relation. And there is nothing in generics that prevents from arbitrarily-deep, potentially infinite, nesting.
Transformations Observation
In the graph of the subtyping relation, when moving from types of a specific level of nesting to types of the next deeper level (i.e., when "zooming in" inside the graph of the relation, or when doing the inductive step of the recursive definition of the graph), we can notice that three kinds of transformations are applied to the level i subtyping graph. We call these the identity transformation, the upside-down reflection, and the flattening transformation. The first transformation (identity) makes an exact copy of the input subtyping relation, the second transformation (upside-down reflection) flips over the relation (a subtype in the input relation becomes a supertype, and vice versa), while the third transformation "attempts to do both (i.e., the identity and flipover transformations)," in effect making types that were related in its input subtyping relation be unrelated in its output subtyping relation (hence the output of the transformation is a "flat" relation, mathematically called an anti-chain.) A striking specific observation in the 'subtyping fractals observation' is that the three mentioned transformations correspond to (and in fact result from) the covariant subtyping rule, contravariant subtyping rule, and invariant subtyping rule, respectively. This is demonstrated, in a very abridged manner, in Figures 2.3a, 2 .3b, and 2.3c (with the green arrows corresponding to copying the previous level graph, corresponding to covariant subtyping, the red arrows corresponding to flipping over the previous level graph, corresponding to contravariant subtyping.) It should be also noted that the level 1 graph as a whole is the same structure as the level 0 graph when the 'C Group' nodes are lumped into one node and the same for the 'D Group' node. That means that, in agreement with it being a fractal, when the graph is "viewed from far" it looks the same as level 0 graph. In fact, when looked at from a far enough distance this similarity to the level 0 graph will be the case for all level i , i ≥ 1, graphs.
Nominally-typed OOP vs. Structurally-typed OOP
It should be noted that class names information (a.k.a., nominality, and 'nominal type information') of nominally-typed OO languages such as Java, C#, C++, and Scala is used in the base step to start defining the subtyping relation between generic types. Structurally-typed OO languages (such as OCaml [19] , Moby [16] , PolyTOIL [14] , and StrongTalk [13] ), on the other hand, do not have such a simple base step, since a record type corresponding to a class (with at least one method) in these languages does not have a finite number of supertypes to begin with, given that "superclasses of a class" in the program, when viewed structurally as supertypes of record types, do not form a finite set. Any record type has an infinite set of record subtypes (due to the width-subtyping rule [22] ). Accordingly, a record type with a method-i.e., a member having a function type-causes the record type to have an infinite set of supertypes, due to contravariance of the type of the method. Adding-in a depth-subtyping rule makes the subtyping relation between record types with functional member types even more complex. This motivates suspecting that subtyping in structurally-typed OO language is a dense relation, in which every pair of non-equal types in the relation has a third type, non-equal to either member of the pair, that is "in the middle" between the two elements of the pair, i.e., that is a subtype of the supertype (the upperbound) of the pair and a supertype of the subtype (the lowerbound) of the pair. In fact this may turn out to be simple to prove. Due to a class in generic nominally-typed OO languages having a finite set of superclasses in the subclassing relation, subtyping in generic nominally-typed OO languages languages is not an (everywhere) dense relation, and the subclassing relation in these languages forms a simple finite basis (the "skeleton") for constructing the subtyping relation. For structurally-typed OO languages (where record types with functional members are a must, to model structural objects), this basis (the "skeleton") is infinite and thus the "fractal" structural subtyping graph (if indeed it is a fractal) is not easy to draw or to even imagine.
Conclusion
This concludes the main observation connecting subtyping in generic nominallytyped OOP to fractals. More observations and conclusions may be built on top of this observation.
Addendum 1 Benefits and Applications: An obvious benefit of the observation in this essay is to demonstrate one more (unexpected?) place where fractals show up. Yet an additional benefit, and practical application, of the observation may be to apply some of the theory developed for fractals to better the understanding of the subtyping relation in OO languages, possibly leading to providing a better understanding of their generic type systems and thus developing better OO language compilers.
Addendum 2 Intervals (I = [S, T ], where S <: T ): General lower bounds (S)
and upperbounds (T ) for type arguments (Figure 2.4) . Relations on intervals: An interval containing another interval (the 'contains' relation: S 1 <: S 2 ∧ T 2 <: T 1 ), and an interval preceding another interval (the 'precedes' relation: T 1 <: S 2 .) Addendum 3 Pruning Transformation: Bounds, lower or upper, on a type parameter limit (i.e., decrease) the types of level i that can substitute the holes (the ?s) when constructing a level i + 1 type so that a substitution respects bounds. Addendum 5 Multi-arity: Generic classes with multiple type parameters simply result in types with multiple "holes" at the same nesting level for the same class.
Addendum 6
Parameterizing classes Object and Null: At least one needs to be non-parameterized, if not both? Otherwise we may have an unbounded infinite ascending chain of supertypes (see Section 4.) (What will then be the meaning of ?, and be the default type argument?)
Addendum 7 Equation:
As for many fractals, we expect the graph of the subtyping relation to be described by a recursive equation. We anticipate this equation to be (something along the lines of)
where G 0 is the initial graph (the "skeleton" of the subtyping fractal, resulting from turning the subclassing relation into a subtyping relation by using ? as the default type argument for generic classes), the application of G 0 means substitution (similar to β-reduction in λ-calculus) of its holes with the argument graph, i.e., copy(G) + f lip(G) + f latten(G) which applies the three above-mentioned transformations, and + means "subtyping-respecting union" of component graphs.
(Note: The G 0 in the equation (i.e., the graph of the first iteration of the subtying relation, which is directly based on the subclassing relation) is what makes (all iterations/approximations of) the graph G have the same structure "when viewed from far", i.e., when zooming out of it, as the subclassing relation.)
To construct approximations of G iteratively, the equation can be interpreted to mean
which means when constructing approximations to G we construct elements of the sequence
Another seemingly-equivalent recursive equation for describing the subtyping graph G is
which, even though not in the more familiar x = f (x) format, has the advantage of showing that G (the limit, infinite graph) is equivalent to (isomorphic to) substituting its own holes with transformations of G 0 , i.e., that the substitution does not affect the final infinite graph G (just as adding 1 to ω, the limit of natural numbers, does not affect its cardinality; |ω| = |ω + 1|.) It also reflects the zooming-in fact (opposite to the zooming-out fact above) that when zooming-in into G we find (transformed copies of) G 0 each time we zoom in, ad infinitum. Note that the three equations agree on defining G 1 = G 0 (I(G 0 )). The three equations disagree however on later terms of the construction sequence. They, for example, define G 2 = G 0 (I (G 1 )) , G 2 = G 1 (I(G 0 )), and G 2 = G 1 (I(G 1 )), respectively. The equivalence of the three equations (i.e., of the resulting graph from each) is unlikely, but a mathematical proof or a convincing intuitive proof of that is needed.)
Addendum 8 Equations with

Addendum 9
Graph Matrices: Representing successive subtyping graphs as adjacency matrices (0-1 matrices) is useful in computing (paths in graph of) the relation (and in computing containment of intervals)? (Using (I − A) −1 , with binary addition and multiplication of matrices, to compute the transitive closure of the relation and thus intervals over it.) Addendum 10 Subtyping Fractal Drawing Software: A program that takes in a Java program, analyzes its class declarations, and draws its corresponding subtyping fractal, with support for zooming in/out (similar to XaoS) (or, use 'lefty' [for Windows]?) Use some code from Mathematica demo.
